
Triumph of the Will

Will is really nervous about getting married. He's gone to pieces about his wedding.  
In fact, bits of him are everywhere! He's confused who you are – You don't look the  
same!   

You're gonna have to climb into his brain and sort him out! As you might expect  
everything's pretty mixed up in there... 

In teams of five, find yourself and then put Will back together to win and save the  
wedding.

So, you have gone through the tunnel into Will's mind!

Use the map to go to your team's point.     When you reach that  point  open your 
envelopes....

Part 1   - Find Yourself

Put your mask on – you are not yourself. You are someone else. There are some cards 
with embarrassing stories on them.  Leave these cards in as many places as possible. A 
person will come up to you and ask for their face back. Only give it to them when they 
SHOUT their embarrassing story really loudly.

First things first, you've got to find yourself...A player on another team is wearing 
your face and being you...you can't go to the wedding if you're not yourself..  In teams, 
head  out  into  the  city  to  find  your  face. Find  the  person  and  tell  them  your 
embarrassing story to get your face back. 
 
Look for cards to see if you can find your stories – hopefully these will lead you to yourself. 
You can only get yourself back when you confess your embarrassing story. 

Find yourself quickly!   Who knows what the person pretending to be you will do while 
they are you!

When you have found yourself (and got the mask of yourself) reverse it so that you now 
become Will Allen! When all your team are Will Allen you can move onto Part 2...

Part 2    - Put Will Back Together  

REMEMBER   Will is in pieces about his wedding – You must find the missing pieces.

When all 5 team members have found themselves and turned into Will go to Bridezilla  - 
a horrible creature Will has created in his nervousness. She keeps shadows of the former 
Will on her person. Say something nice to her and she will give you a shadow of Will. 
She has cut Will into pieces and given them to her bridesmaids. 



In teams search for the bridesmaids.  Find them on the map and get the pieces of Will 
to put him back together again, otherwise the marriage will be off!  Use the water pistols 
to get the other team's Will wet.

Each bridesmaid will ask you to complete a dare. If you complete it, they will give you a 
piece of Will to cover over his former shadow. 

For each of the dares take a picture on your phone to prove you've done it.

Get all the pieces to make a complete Will. When there's a Will there's a way (back to 
win!)

Part 3   - Escape the Brain

Find the exit and escape with your completed Will to win. 

You must  exit  the way you came in  –  through the tunnel!  Be Alert  -   the tunnel is 
moving. Every ten minutes the tunnel will move position. Look on the map and work out 
which bridge on the map the tunnel is at to. 

Your team should receive a message, saying where the tunnel is.

REMEMBER
to escape the tunnel you need:

− to be yourself
− to have Will all in one piece
− have some pictures of the dares you have completed 

 

If you have all these your team will win... 

The Triumph of The Will! 


